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Digital Group

Contemporary Group

Remember there is no meeting this week as The
latest
Contemporary
Group
June’s meeting was held last week! Martin Newsletter is up on the website with a
gave us an interesting presentation and has great selection of members’ images.
sent the pocket reminder card (see page 6 if
you want to print it out on card as a handy NB there is NO meeting in July. This
reference) and his presentation notes which means 2 August will be our next date are enclosed with the email newsletter make sure it’s in your diary. Dates are on the
alert this week.
club Google calendar too.

Phototrips
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In Henry’s absence we journeyed to Ringwood in Hampshire last week to attend the
Reptile Workshop that I had organised; we all thought about Henry and just how much he
was looking forward to the day.
We are strictly limited to
six photographers on these
workshops and Janet, Jeff,
Harry, Douglas and I had
what can only be described
as

an

astounding

day,

everyone one of us came
away with many splendid
images.
If other members would
like to experience these
workshops
willing

to

then

I

make

am
the

arrangements for them.
Barrie Glover
ARPS DPAGB BPE3 WSDP2
Do contact Barrie (phone nos also
on members’ area) if interested;
these are very good value and you
can see how successful they are
on G+ and on the following pages!
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Threads
By
Ann Hoath

Barrie Glover ARPS DPAGB BPE3 WSDP2
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Black Emperor Scorpion, South American Horned Frog & Super Tiger Legged Waxy Monkey Leaf Frog Triptych - Barrie Glover ARPS DPAGB BPE3 WSDP2
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Maddy’s musings on the subject!
You may be aware that Maddy Pennock is recovering from surgery on her foot and is still 'confined to barracks'; this has left her some time for reflection....

Google+ what a great idea! We can share

for opinions, and as I said that is how we

Tessa commented on the lack of harmony

and critique our images on social media

learn.

in the background I could see it and I learnt

away from the general public and amongst
friends within our Camera Club.

The

something that my eyes hadn’t seen. So,
someone

by reading other member’s comments on

quality of the reproduction of the images is

compliments your picture! It justifies your

‘other’ people’s work is also how we learn.

good, we can put up single images or a

journey, your skills and your artistry. There

small album to be judged together. Many

is no better motivation to get better at

I also heard that a competent club

of our club members find this valuable

something

compliment!

member said he didn’t comment on other

whilst on their photographic journey. And,

Fortunately, on this social media platform

people’s images on Google+ because

we are all on a photographic journey.

no one writes “Awesome” “Wow” or

nothing

When we think we know it all, we stop

‘Amazing” as is often the case on Facebook

comment!

learning and stop being creative and our

and 365.org.com! Most who comment on

for our sharing on Google+ is it? It is not a

pictures will be staid and begin to show it.

other

platform to boast how good we are!

Now I know some club members are not

And,

it

is

lovely

than

people’s

constructive

when

a

images

and

we

all

try

and

know

be

was

that

good

enough

to

Surely that is not the reason

that

remotely interested in this forum to discuss

sometimes it is difficult. Maybe we haven’t

Another common statement from club

and share images, and that is fine; it is all

got time to think of something intelligent

members is that they don’t know what to

about choice.

to say on a day when we are busy. Maybe

say about someone else’s image, which I

we are frightened by Clive’s mastery of the

find hard to believe! So, can you judge

We encourage our new members to join in

English language and insightful reading of

your own image and say why you would

and many do, and many members benefit

our images? Maybe we are frightened by

choose

from the experience of encouragement

his FRPS, and therefore think we should

particularly if you are putting it forward for

given by others. I have never read that

not be in a position of commenting or

both internal and external competitions?

someone

another

critiquing his images? The same goes for

The same can be said of exhibitions. How

member has done or is insulting to them.

Tessa! But, you don’t need to critique or

do you know which ones to put in? Can

Mostly it is a form of encouragement,

read it like Clive or Tessa, that is their

you judge your own photograph to know

recognition and questioning the author

interpretation and it is as valid as someone

how to improve it, such as straightening

about

else’s interpretation.

the

doesn’t

how

they

like

what

photographed,

and

processed their image, or asking where it

one

horizon,

image

over

another,

cropping,

removing

extraneous objects and blemishes? Of

was taken. This sharing is important, it is

I recently saw a lovely triptych by Barrie of

how we learn. Not every image has to be

some flowering cacti and I commented

an award-winning one.

about it being a good set. He was asking

If you look at someone’s image you don’t

experimental, sometimes asking about

advice about creating triptychs.

I felt

need to be a wordsmith like Clive, but you

simple processing or whether it should be

something wasn’t as brilliant as his other

can ask yourself, do I like this (or indeed do

cropped or not, or whether it should be in

images, thus the comment ‘good set’ but

I not like this) and if so why? And, so you

black and white or colour. We then give

couldn’t put my finger on it. It was when

like it because of the harmonious colours,

Often it is

course, you do!

opinions, none are

or the dynamic

right and none are

lines or the gentle

wrong.

ethereal

It

feeling

depends on what

or anything else

the

is

that describes it.

trying to say, and

author

So, there is your

some comments

comment! Maybe

resonate

better

you just want to

with the author

know what the

than others. Then

species was,

you

can

where the picture

experiment

and

was

taken,

what

lens

put the altered
image up again

A desert in bloom triptych – Barrie Glover (by kind permission)
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settings

or
or
or

were

Maddy’s musings (cont)

Competitions and exhibitions

used, or how it was processed. All this adds Win £1000 and a drone photography session with your countryside life pictures.
to all our collective knowledge and will
help you. And so, you don’t like the image! Comedy Wildlife Awards close 30 June
You don’t have to be cruel or rude, but you
might have constructive ways to improve Make a Splash - photos of water power in the USA or of U.S. technology in foreign water.
the image and there is nothing wrong with Closes 11:59 p.m. EDT 16 July.
sharing that and again we all learn.
ShutterCon 2018 for those of you with blogs….
So finally, does Clive need comments on
his images, or indeed Tessa or Martin? Well The Societies
of course they do, because they haven’t Discovering Nature
stopped
Positive

learning

and

comments

3 entries free. closes 30 June

experimenting. On your Travels
justify

their The Big Day

experimentation and make them want to Bird PoTY Donations of £1 per image to go to RSPB, various prizes, closes 31 July.
share more and help us on our journey Societies - May winners
further down the ‘food chain’!

That was

partly the reason Clive took a back seat Patterns in Nature closes 31 July.
recently because so few of you comment
on his pictures. Please be part of this club Spetchley Competition. A last reminder of the Michael Hardwick Photographic
and encourage each other on their journey Competition 2018. Photographs must be taken between 28th March - 22nd June 2018.
and don’t just expect comments on your The final date for submission is Friday 22nd June. ‘Best of’ and winning entries will be
pictures when you can’t be bothered to displayed in an exhibition in the Learning Centre at Spetchley from 4th – 29th July 2018.
comment on others!
Said my bit!!!

Entry form and info.
Maddy Pennock

Dates for the diary
To Friday 22 June, Mon-Fri, 10-5 Performing for the Camera, Maria Falconer. Commercially, Maria creates promotional imagery for
dance companies, and her personal projects draw on drama and metaphor to tackle the darker side of life.
NGS gardens open in Worcestershire this week.
To 23 June The Ring Festival
22 June 2018 to 2 September at the Barbican - photography exhibitions Dorothea Lange
and Vanessa Winship - Nick Baldwin notes the Lange had a 5-star review this weekend.
23 June to 28 July, Wed-Sat, 10-5, FREE ANON An exhibition of photographs by Paul Hill
and Maria Falconer for the 20th anniversary of Refugee Week, at Photo Space Ludlow.
Paul and Maria will also talk about this on Saturday, 23 June at 2-4pm. Please click here to
reserve a place.
23-24 June Evesham Morris weekend - Saturday around the Vale.
23-24 June Steampunk at Ironbridge.
30 June Cradley Photomarathon - register in advance to enter.
7-8 July Chateau Impney Hill Climb The Battle of Britain Memorial flight will fly past.
.
30 June & 1, 7, 8 July SVR Step Back to the 1940s - music, re-enactors and displays.
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More dates for the diary…
12 & 13 July Roundhouse and Coffin Works behind-the-scenes
tours. Various discounts for NT, 60+ etc.
A 40s weekend 14/15 July at the Black Country Living Museum.
Broadway Nuclear bunker - weekends to October. Broadway
Tower open daily.
Looking for ideas further afield? Try an Oxfordshire outing…

Sappho to Suffrage: Women who Dared Free exhibition in the
Treasury,

Weston

Weekdays 11.30am - 12 pm Daily talk

Library, Oxford - to 3

and Q&A about the background of

Feb 2019.

the

Sheldon

Tapestry

Worcestershire,

Map

displayed

of
in

No

photography

Blackwell Hall in the Weston Library.

allowed in this but

(Photos allowed. )

worth a visit anyway
and free of charge

To 22 July America's Cool Modernism

(though book online) Tolkien: Maker of Middle Earth. On to 28

paintings, photography and prints.

October 2018 At the ST Lee Gallery, Weston Library Oxford.

19 July Through the Lens: Paul

22-24 June Blenheim Palace Flower Show

Strand. Beyond contributing to its
establishment as an art form in the 20th century, Strand used

1 July Blenheim All Morgans' Car Rally

photography to promote important social and political causes.
8th July 2018 Pre '50 American Auto Club 'Rally of the Giants'
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